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03 A growth driven organization with
over 28 years of experience in
industry. We have been consistent
Leader in distribution in Gujarat
since last 28 years. Recognized as
one of the best distributors of
India by multiple brands. We help
people and businesses increase
their digital and technical
efficiency.

About Us
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04G- Growing Together with time
R-  Reliability
O- One Step Ahead
W- Win - win Situation for all
T- Transforming Lives
H- Happiness all around

Core Values

Growth for All:- Fostering inclusive prosperity, our
mission is to drive sustainable growth that benefits
every individual and community we touch.

Mission
Our Mission Our Vision

In our vision, 'You Grow, We Grow' encapsulates a
commitment to mutual success, where every
individual's growth contributes to the collective
success of our company, creating a flourishing
ecosystem for all.
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Our Products
Elevate your tech experience with GroNext. From
high-performance laptops and desktops to efficient
servers and sleek all-in-ones, we deliver innovation
and reliability. Our commercial laptops and
desktops prioritize security and productivity for
professional environments. Unlock customization
with our assemble desktops and experience
accelerated computing with assemble GPU servers.
At GroNext, we seamlessly blend power and
portability, offering tailored solutions for every
need. Redefine your workspace with clutter-free
designs in our all-in-one desktops. Trust us for
cutting-edge technology that transforms your
computing journey.

Information Technology 
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Our Products
Welcome to GroNext, where cutting-edge consumer
electronics redefine your home experience. Explore a
range of appliances, from efficient fridges, coolers,  air
conditioners to state-of-the-art smart TVs. Our
selection includes advanced washing machines and
water purifiers, ensuring convenience and cleanliness
in your daily life. Immerse yourself in the world of
entertainment with our innovative smart TVs, bringing
connectivity and clarity to your living space. Elevate
your lifestyle with energy-efficient appliances
designed for performance and sustainability. At
GroNext, we're not just selling electronics; we're
enhancing the way you live. Trust us for reliable,
stylish, and technologically advanced solutions that
transform your home into a modern haven.

Consumer Electronics 
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Our Products
Welcome to GroNext, your go-to destination for small
domestic appliances that elevate your daily routines.
From efficient ovens and toasters to convenient
sandwich makers and electric kettles, we redefine
kitchen experiences. Experience warmth with our
geysers and heaters, ensuring comfort during colder
seasons. Explore our versatile range, including electric
and gas stoves, providing reliable cooking solutions.
Transform your kitchen with powerful and stylish
mixer-grinders, making food preparation a breeze.
Enjoy healthy living with our juicers and embrace
convenience with modern microwaves. At GroNext, we
bring innovation to your home, offering a curated
selection of small appliances that combine
functionality with aesthetics.

Small Domestic Appliances

gronext.in
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Our Products
Welcome to GroNext, your gateway to comprehensive
Information Technology Solutions. From robust
firewalls ensuring data security to seamless
networking solutions, we provide a suite of services
tailored to your business needs. Elevate productivity
with our advanced email systems, and embrace
efficiency with cutting-edge cloud and ERP solutions.
Safeguard your digital assets with data leak prevention
measures and reliable backup solutions. Enhance data
accessibility with our network-attached storage
solutions, ensuring seamless collaboration. At
GroNext, we empower your business with integrated IT
solutions, combining security, scalability, and
innovation for a digitally optimized future.

Information Technology Solutions

gronext.in
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Corporates
"Transform corporate landscapes
with our IT & CE Solutions, offering
secure networking, cloud
efficiency,  cooling options and
comprehensive data management
for optimized business
operations."

Hospitals
"Elevate healthcare with our IT &
CE solutions, delivering secure
networking, first in class cooling
solutions, cloud-based efficiency,
and robust data management for
streamlined operations in
hospitals."

Schools & Colleges
"Empower schools with our
integrated IT & CE Solutions,
providing secure networking,
cloud-based tools, and advanced
data management for an
optimized digital learning
environment."

gronext.in
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We offer comprehensive support for

Productivity and collaboration tools (Email / drive)1.
Structured Networking 2.
 On-premise cyber solutions3.
 Surveillance Solution4.
Server Solutions5.
Software Solutions6.
Data Leak Preventions7.
Laptops / Desktops / N-computing8.
Backup & Storage solutions9.
Cloud Infrastructure10.
Air Conditioners11.
Interactive Displays12.
Video Conferencing System13.
Corporate Gifting14.

Corporate Offices 
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We offer comprehensive support for

Productivity and collaboration tools (Email / drive)1.
Structured Networking 2.
 On-premise cyber solutions3.
 Surveillance Solution4.
Server Solutions5.
Software solutions6.
Data Leak Preventions7.
Laptops / Desktops / N-computing8.
Backup & Storage solutions9.
Cloud Infrastructure10.
Air Conditioners11.
Interactive Displays12.

Hospitals
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We offer comprehensive support for

Productivity and collaboration tools (Email / drive)1.
Structured Networking 2.
 On-premise cyber solutions3.
 Surveillance Solution4.
Server Solutions5.
Software solutions6.
Data Leak Preventions7.
Laptops / Desktops / N-computing8.
Backup & Storage solutions9.
Cloud Infrastructure10.
Air Conditioners11.
Interactive Displays12.
Video Conferencing System13.
Refrigeration solutions14.
Washing Machines15.

Schools & Colleges
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We offer comprehensive support for

Productivity and collaboration tools (Email / drive)1.
Structured Networking 2.
 On-premise cyber solutions3.
 Surveillance Solution4.
Server Solutions5.
Data Leak Preventions6.
Laptops / Desktops / N-computing7.
Backup & Storage solutions8.
Cloud Infrastructure9.
Air Conditioners10.
Interactive Displays 11.
Refrigeration solutions.12.
Software Solutions13.

Restaurants & Hotels

gronext.in
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With a legacy of over 28 years, our extensive experience is the cornerstone of
our success. With offices strategically located across multiple branches, we
serve clients with unmatched efficiency. Our relentless pursuit of excellence
has earned us over 100 national awards, a testament to our commitment to
quality and innovation. Join us as we continue to lead the industry with our
proven track record and dedication to exceeding expectations.

+5000
Great Client

100+
National Awards

28+ years
of experience

2023
Best Regional Distributor
Award Lenovo (Premium

Category)

2022
Best Distributor Award

(West) Kelvinator
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Gallery
Images

Dive into our gallery, where vibrant snapshots capture the
energy of team events and the synergy of business partner
gatherings. Experience the essence of our culture through a
lens that celebrates collaboration and community
engagement.
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16 Saibaba Electronics

Aakash Modi

GroNext Future Pvt. Ltd. (Ria Computers

Pvt. Ltd.) is the best service provider in

South Gujarat as well the best price giver

for the product. I am happy to work with

such an organization.

NEW S.S. WATCH AND ELECTRONICS

Sameer Virani

I started my journey with Ria (GroNext)

about 8 to 9 years back. Today, we are

like a family. They treat their customers

like family members. I am glad to work

with such an organization as a business

partner…Ria-Grow Together

Client Feedback
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Our Contact

31, Navjivan Industrial Society, Near Unique                 
Hospital, Canal Road, Udhna,  Surat – 395002

Address

+91 93766 37980
 +91 93770 66357

Phone

info@gronext.in

Email

tel:+919376637980
tel:+919377066357
mailto:info@gronext.in



